Detailed structural investigation of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 was performed in its low-temperature multiferroic state combining neutron diffraction with magnetization measurements and the optical study of lattice vibrations on single crystals. The crystal structure above (10.4 K) and the crystal and magnetic structures below (2.2 K) the antiferromagnetic transition temperature of T N = 6.7 K were determined using neutron diffraction. The tetragonal space group (SG) P -42 1 m, corresponding to the average structure at room temperature, was found to also describe the structure at low temperatures well. Neutron diffraction data and infrared phonon mode analysis imply no structural phase transition down to 2.2 K. Orthorhombic polar SG Cmm2 is proposed as a true crystal structure. Below T N , the spins of the Co 2+ ions form a square-lattice Néel order within the (a,b) plane, while their alignment is ferromagnetic along the c axis. The magnitude of the ordered moment, fully lying within the (a,b) plane, is found to be 2.9(1) µ B /Co 2+ and the easy axis of the sublattice magnetizations corresponds to the [110] direction. A noncollinear spin structure due to small canting is allowed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Study of multiferroics, materials simultaneously having more than one primary ferroic order parameter, is a hot topic of material sciences. The most extensively studied class of these compounds is the family of magnetoelectric multiferroics, where ferroelectricity can be induced by various types of magnetic orderings via the relativistic spin-orbit interaction. [1] [2] [3] As a consequence of the cross coupling between spins and electric polarization, the spectacular control of the ferroelectric polarization by external magnetic field and the manipulation of the magnetic order via electric field can often be realized in these systems. Thus, multiferroics are interesting for potential use in spintronics and data storage. Though the basic symmetry requirements for the existence of magnetoelectric cross coupling are well known, the microscopic mechanisms and spin textures responsible for this phenomenon need to be clarified in order to optimize the synthesis of multiferroics.
Recently, Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 has attracted significant scientific interest due to its peculiar magnetoelectric behavior 4, 5 and its giant directional dichroism in resonance with both electrically and magnetically active spin excitations located in the terahertz region. 6 In Ref. 4 , spontaneous electric polarization along the [001] direction (EPc) is reported below the magnetic transition temperature of T N = 6.7 K in zero external field. Weak ferromagnetism was observed below T N by Refs. 5 and 7 and was proposed to be an intrinsic characteristic of the magnetic order as a result of the small noncollinear canting of the spin moment. As a variant, in Ref. 8 , it is assumed that the magnetic structure is nearly collinear (with a canting angle less than 0.1
• ) in the zero-applied field and becomes canted by applying an external field. The delicate control of the ferroelectricity via the direction of an external magnetic field has also been demonstrated by Ref. 5 . The ferroelectric polarization along the c axis and the a axis were found to oscillate with a periodicity of 180
• when rotating the magnetic field within the (a,b) and (b,c) planes, respectively. These features have been successfully described by a spin-dependent metal-ligand p-d hybridization mechanism. 5, 8 Very recently, a theoretical analysis solely based on symmetry arguments has shown that the main features of the magnetoelectric behavior of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 can be predicted and understood without appealing to any particular atomic mechanism. 9 Besides the dc magnetoelectric phenomena, the theory of unusual spin excitations and the corresponding optical magnetoelectric effects in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 has been developed in Refs. 10 and 11. The onset of spontaneous toroidal moment in the multiferroic phase of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 has been argued to play a crucial role in the magnetoelectric phenomena. 12 It is clear that precise structural information both for the nuclei and about the spin order (crystal and magnetic structures) is essential to unravel the complex physics behind the magnetoelectric behavior of the compound. Nevertheless, detailed structural investigation of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 at low temperatures has not been done yet. In each theoretical work mentioned above, it was assumed that Ba 2 The lack of the crystallographic data necessary to bring the measured magnetic intensities of the 19 nonequivalent Bragg reflections to an absolute scale did not allow the determination of the magnitude of the ordered moment. Moreover, the limitation of the dataset to one scattering plane (h, 0, l) only allowed an approximate determination of the spin structure. The authors concluded that S = 3/2 spins of the Co ions form a square lattice antiferromagnetic state within the (a,b) plane, with magnetic moments lying within these planes, while the alignment of neighboring spins along the c axis is ferromagnetic. Recently, a detailed crystal structure determination of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 was performed at room temperature (RT) and at 90 K 15 using synchrotron radiation. The characteristic SG for melilite-type compounds P -42 1 m was confirmed to describe the average structure at the studied temperatures well. However, as follows from the observation of a set of superstructure reflections violating the 2 1 symmetry, the real structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 is more distorted and has a lower symmetry. One has to note that these superstructure reflections appear at Q vectors in the reciprocal space where the magnetic Bragg peaks in neutron diffraction occurs below T N = 6.7 K.
14 Symmetry analysis 15 showed two possible SG candidates for the true structure: tetragonal P -4 (No. 81) 13 and orthorhombic Cmm2 (No. 35). 13 It is known that many of the melilite-like compounds (e.g. Ca 2 CoSi 2 O 7 ) may show at lower temperatures incommensurate or commensurate modulated lock-in phases. 16 The question whether Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 Oatlow temperature has the same structure as at room temperature or 90 K is still an open issue.
In order to determine the structural parameters of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 and to fully characterize its magnetic order in the multiferroic state, we performed a detailed crystallographic study at temperatures just above and below the magnetic phase transition by neutron diffraction on single crystals. Magnetic symmetry analysis and bulk magnetization measurements were used for selecting the model for the refinement of the neutron diffraction data. The IR reflectivity spectra measurements of the optical phonon modes were performed for different light polarizations at various temperatures as an additional method to evidence a possible structural phase transition related to the magnetic ordering. These results provide a solid basis to understand the microscopic origin of the magnetoelectricity in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL
High-quality single-crystal Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 was grown using a floating zone method similarly to those used in previous studies. 5, 6 The sample used in the present neutron diffraction experiments is a 1 4 segment of a disc with a diameter of 5 mm and a thickness of 2 mm. It is a part of a larger crystal from which other pieces were studied with synchrotron x-ray diffraction. 15 This sample was studied at the neutron source Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II) on the hot four circle diffractometer HEiDi. 17 Using a Cu-(220) monochromator, one obtains a short wavelength of 0.87Å with a high flux density of >4.5 × 10 6 neutrons s −1 cm −2 . The extinction as a typical source of systematic errors is negligible small at this wavelength. The sample was placed into an He closedcycle cryostat and mounted in the Eulerian cradle of the diffractometer. The crystal was wrapped in Al foil in order to improve the homogeneity of the temperature. The temperature was measured and controlled by a diode sensor near the sample position with a stability of ±0.1 K. The correction of the measured integrated intensities was performed using the program PRON2K10. 18 The program MAGLSQ of the Cambridge Crystallography Subroutine Library 19 was used to refine the parameters of the nuclear and magnetic structures. Full details of the structural refinements are available as crystallographic information files (CIF).
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The angular dependence of the magnetization was measured in a 7-T superconducting magnet equipped with a dc magnetometer. During the experiment, the sample was rotated around the [001] axis being perpendicular to the magnetic field, and the magnetization parallel to the applied field was detected. The initial direction of the single crystal was set under an optical microscopy by about 5
• precision. The direction was changed by pulling the string which was tied to the rotation axis of the sample stage. This procedure allows a control of the sample orientation by about 1
• precision. The polarized optical reflectivity measurements over the far infrared region were carried out using a Bruker IFS-66 Fourier transform spectrometer. The samples were mounted on the cold finger of a He-flow optical cryostat.
III. RESULTS
We used bulk magnetization (M) measurements to determine the direction of the easy axis of the magnetization. In Ref. 7 , the temperature dependence of the magnetization in fields H = 0.1 T parallel and perpendicular to the (a,b) plane demonstrate a strong anisotropy between these two directions at low temperatures. The magnetization within the (a,b) plane is twice as large as perpendicular to it in accordance with the easy-plane AFM state determined from neutron scattering. The angular dependence of M in the (a,b) plane was investigated only in larger field (H = 1 T) earlier, 5 where the magnetization can be freely rotated in the tetragonal plane with negligible modulation. 5 In Fig. 1 , the experimental results of the in-plane H -rotation measurement and the observed angular dependence at T = 2 K are shown in small fields of H = 0.1 and 0.3 T. Clear oscillations of the magnetization with an almost pure 180
• period, characteristic to orthorhombic symmetry, were found. Please note that H = 0.3 T is more than three times larger than the coercive field. Therefore, the angular dependence reflects the in-plane magnetic anisotropy experienced during the rotation of a single domain.
It has been found in several insulator magnets that the change in the dynamical properties of the lattice upon a magnetic transition reflects the magnetically induced crystal symmetry lowering more clearly than the static distortions. [21] [22] [23] To address the question of orthorhombic distortion the temperature dependence of the infrared active phonon modes Prior to the studies of the Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 magnetic structure, the crystal structure was measured at 10.4 K, just above T N = 6.7 K by neutron diffraction. A total number of 582 Bragg reflections with sin θ/λ 0.7Å −1 were collected. The number of reflections satisfying the criterion I>2σ (I ), used for the refinement was 525. The magnetic structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 was investigated at 2.2 K. A total number of 571 nuclear and magnetic Bragg reflections with sin θ/λ 0.7Å −1 were measured. The number of the reflections satisfying the criterion I>2σ (I ) and used for the refinement was 522. Starting parameters for the least-squares refinement were obtained from the average structure determined previously in the tetragonal SG P -42 1 m at 90 K by synchrotron x-ray single-crystal diffraction. 15 The quality of the fit, assuming the paramagnetic average tetragonal SG P -42 1 m,i ss h o w n in the left panel of Fig. 3 . We performed refinement of the magnetic structure in the orthorhombic MSG Cm ′ m2 ′ .Inthe first step of the refinement, the nuclear structure parameters were fixed at the experimental values obtained at 10.4 K, while in the final step, both nuclear and magnetic structures were refined simultaneously. In addition to the nuclear parameters, the magnitude of the Co magnetic moment and the canting angle ϕ ′ between its direction and [110] in the (a,b) plane were refined. In the middle panel of Fig. 3 , the quality of the fit based on the orthorhombic MSG Cm ′ m2 ′ SG is shown.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
Almost pure 180
• period oscillations of the magnetization were found at T = 2 K at both 0.1 and 0.3 T in-plane fields (Fig. 1) . This periodicity is an indication for an orthorhombic symmetry. The maximum magnetization is seen with a field pointing to ϕ = 45
• (ϕ is the angle between [100] and the applied field). Therefore, one can identify [110] as the easy axis of the magnetization with the canted component of the magnetization parallel to it.
We investigated the temperature dependence of the phonon spectra across the magnetic transition from 50 K down to 3.3 K (Fig. 2) . In the tetragonal SG P -42 1 m, the factor group analysis yields 28 infrared active phonon modes. Among them, 18 E modes are twofold degenerate and excited by light polarized within the (a,b) plane, while 10 B 2 modes are nondegenerate and active for polarization along the c axis. In case the lattice symmetry is lowered to orthorhombic, lifting of the twofold degeneracy should be observed for the E modes.
The reflectivity spectra measured at different temperatures are identical within the precision of the experiment for both polarizations (Fig. 2) . The weakness of the temperatureinduced sharpening and red shift of the modes indicate negligible thermal expansion below 50 K. No splitting of the E modes, i.e. no supplementary orthorhombic distortion, related to the magnetic phase transition at 6.7 K, could be detected within the resolution of the experiment corresponding to δ = 0.5 cm −1 or 0.06 meV. It was shown 15 that the true structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 is either tetragonal P -4 or orthorhombic Cmm2. However, the distortions which lead to the symmetry lowering are found to be extremely small. Correspondingly, the refinements of the structural parameters within either of the two subgroups do not change the quality of the fit towards any direction, which could allow us to exclude one of the two proposed SG candidates. Under these circumstances one may conclude that, within the error of the experiment, tetragonal P -42 1 m SG (No. 113) 13 is a very good approximation of the average nuclear structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 at 10.4 K (paramagnetic phase). Table I shows the fractional atomic coordinates and the isotropic atomic displacement parameters (ADPs) of the crystal structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 determined in P -42 1 m SG at 10.4 K. The quality of the fit is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 .
As shown by Perez-Mato and Ribeiro 9 and also by Bordács et al., 11 the AFM ordering in this material breaks the paramagnetic space group P -42 1 m1
′ into different magnetic space groups (MSG) depending on the orientation of the sublattice magnetizations. For the AFM component of the sublattice magnetizations lying along the direction [100] (as proposed to be the ground state in Ref. 14) the resulting MSG is P 2 The results on the angular dependence of the magnetization and the symmetry arguments above give clear motivation to perform a refinement of the magnetic structure in the orthorhombic MSG Cm ′ m2 ′ . The quality of the fit shows (Fig. 3, middle panel) that the chosen model describes the nuclear and magnetic structure accurately. The refined fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic ADPs of the crystal structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 determined in SG P -42 1 m at 2.2 K are presented in Table II . The results show no significant difference between the structure above and below the magnetic transition. All the fractional atomic coordinates at 2.2 K remain the same as for 10.4 K within the error bars. Thus, no evidence of structural phase transition associated with the magnetic ordering is observed, although the 180
• periodicity of the magnetization implies that the crystal structure is orthorhombic. Assuming that the magnetic phase transition at T N = 6.7 K is a second-order transition and lattice distortion is coupled to the magnetic order parameter, a 90
• periodicity of the magnetization would be expected in case of P -42 1 m symmetry in the paramagnetic phase. Thus, either the crystal symmetry might already be orthorhombic in the paramagnetic phase or the transition is of weakly first order.
The magnetic structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 (Cm ′ m2 ′ domain) is illustrated in Fig. 4 . This magnetic space group allows a spin canting, i.e. an FM component within the (a,b) plane, perpendicular to the direction of the primary AFM ordering. 9 Due to the small number of solely magnetic Bragg reflections, which are rather weak as compared with the nuclear scattering intensities, the canting angle could not be determined with high precision. More importantly, the population of the four possible magnetic domains strongly affects the value of the canting angle obtained from the refinement of the available data. Polarized neutron diffraction experiments in the monodomain sample are needed to unambiguously determine the canting angle. Along the c axis, the moments are ordered ferromagnetically. Taking into account the melilite-like layered structure, the main magnetic interactions are expected to occur in the (a,b) plane. The strong 2D character of the magnetism in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 was also confirmed by the magnetization measurement. 7 As an important result of the present neutron scattering study, the magnitude of the ordered magnetic moment of Co ions could be refined with high accuracy to be 2.9 ± 0.1 µ B .
A previous study 15 showed that the true structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 should have either the tetragonal SG P -4 or the orthorhombic SG Cmm2. Considering the following, one might exclude the tetragonal SG P -4: (a) a magnetic structure generally follows the crystal symmetry; (b) the evidence of the orthorhombicity is present in the magnetization data as seen in Fig. 1 ; (c) the good result of the refinement of the magnetic structure for the orthorhombic MSG Cm ′ m2 ′ ; and (d) no evidence of a structural transition is provided either by neutron scattering or by infrared phonon analysis. Under these circumstances the refinement of the available data in SG Cmm2 gives the structural parameters of the true structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 . In the right panel of Fig. 3 , the quality of the diffraction data refinement for both nuclear and magnetic structures of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 using Cmm2 SG and Cm ′ m2 ′ MSG is shown. Table III presents the refined fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic ADPs of the crystal structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 determined in SG Cmm2 at 2.2 K. The lattice constants of the true structure are a = b = 11.803(4)Å, c = 5.500 (19) Å. The comparison between the average and true structure lattices is illustrated in the Fig. 4 . We emphasize that both the quality of the diffraction data refinement and 24 In contrast, no indications of incommensurability in the crystal and magnetic structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 were found down to 2.2 K. Concerning the location of the magnetic Co ions, we emphasize that, in full agreement with former structural data, there is only one crystallographically independent Co ion occupying the 2b Wyckoff position (WP) in P -42 1 m or 4c WP in Cmm2 structure.
In Table IV , the available data from the literature are presented regarding the lattice constants of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 measured at different temperatures (all refined in the tetragonal SG P -42 1 m). Although the results for the lattice constants at room temperature in Refs. 15 and 25 were obtained using different diffraction methods-synchrotron radiation x-ray diffraction on a single crystal in Ref. 15 and laboratory x-ray powder diffraction in Ref. 25 -the resulting values are in good agreement. At low temperature (10 K), the lattice constants, measured by single-crystal neutron diffraction in Ref. 14, differ from our results, although no error bars are specified for the lattice parameters in Ref. 14. We also note that our 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The magnetic structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 at 2.2 K was accurately refined from the neutron diffraction data using the magnetic symmetry analysis from Refs. 9 and 12 and original experimental data on the angular dependence of the magnetization in the (a,b) plane. The results indicate the orthorhombic symmetry of the magnetic structure with MSG Cm ′ m2 ′ The spin pattern shows a square-lattice AFM order within the (a,b) plane, while the alignment of the spins is ferromagnetic along the c axis. The magnitude of the ordered magnetic moment of Co 2+ ions is found to be 2.9 ± 0.1 µ B , and the easy axis of the sublattice magnetizations corresponds to [110] . Small canting leading to the existence of the tiny spontaneous magnetization in the (a,b) plane below T N is allowed according to the magnetic symmetry and neutron diffraction data.
No evidence for a structural phase transition upon the magnetic phase transition at 6.7 K was observed either by neutron diffraction or in the lattice dynamics. Taking into account the orthorhombic symmetry of the magnetic structure (MSG Cm ′ m2 ′ ) and the fact that no structural phase transition has been observed, one could assume that the true structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 is also orthorhombic. This assumption is indeed supported by a previous synchrotron investigation, 15 where the SG Cmm2 was suggested as one of the two possible true structures in the paramagnetic state of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 .T h i si s the same symmetry as the one found for the magnetic structure, except for the addition of the time reversal. We also report here the structural parameters for this true structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 in the AFM (multiferroic) phase.
The melilite-type tetragonal SG (P -42 1 m), widely accepted as the average structure at room temperature, describes accurately the low-temperature structure of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 , both above and below the AFM transition. Here, we also report the structural parameters for this average structure in the paramagnetic and AFM state.
The reported structural parameters (both for the nuclear and magnetic order) can serve as a profound experimental basis to develop microscopic models describing the multiferroic nature and the peculiar magnetoelectric phenomena of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 .
